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A real newspaper 
The Uni�cr�ily of M1chigan Law School October 2, !985 
New Groups Add Diversity 
By Linda Kim 
Three new student organizations have 
joined the more than 20 other groups which 
currently offer a divers10n from the 
academic side of law school - La" School 
Student Parents, the Federalist Soc1ety, and 
the Asian·American Law Students. 
Law Student Parents is the combination of 
Law School Student Mothers and Law &boot 
Partners, according to coordinator Sheryl 
Moody. "We wanted it to be non·sexist," she 
said. ''There are actually some dads running 
around out there." 
Moody said about 30 showed up at the first 
The second new organization, the 
Federalist Society, takes more of an ad· 
vocacy approach to its goal. "Basically we've 
got a conservative and libertarian outlook," 
sa�d Joseph Cosby, one of the organization's 
founders. "Our main thrust is Individual liber· 
ty, separation of powers and things like that; 
we're t.Tying to increase the diversity of 
views." 
Cosby said he and several others started the 
group this summer and already, ev.en 
without recruiting, they have 15 to 20 mem· 
bers. ''I expect we'll be expanding rapidly," 
he added, noting that they will hold an 
organizational meeting October 10. 
See GRO\.!P , page four 
LSSS: Boycott S. Africa Firms 
By linda Kim 
Dmitri l glitzin meeting. and they plan to meet once a month 1--------.....::.-------� for a "brown bag lunch slash support '' 
The Law School Senate voted unanimously 
Monday night to join a coalition whose goal is 
to get students to boycott interviews with law 
firms working in South AIMca. 
the Lawyers' Club. On recommendation or 
Vice President Reggie Tumer, the Senate a!>" 
proved: four pmg pong paddles, 4 ping pong 
balls. one football, one basketball. one 
frisbee, one volleyball. and one foosball. This 
represents roughly half of what was 
requested by the Lawyers' Club_ Review Editor 
Arrested At 
Purcell Protest 
Dmitri lglitzin is a third-year law 
student and is an Executive Nofe 
Editor of the Michigan Law Review. 
Last week he was arrested protesting 
the use of U.S. bombs and weaponry 
to bombard El Salvador for the past 
two years. 
lglitzin attended Columbia Univer· 
sity as an undergraduate and received 
his B.A. from Yale. He agreed to meet 
with fhe RG's Steve Hunter last week 
to talk about his participafion m the 
protest. 
RG: The RG bas lrarned that you were 
iovol\'ed In some ch II disobedience rece:nl. 
We understand that }OU wPre part of a 
protest at \ongrl"'i'lman Purcell's office. 
Could you tell us" hat happened? 
Dl: Sure. On Monday, September 23rd, 
over 100 people gathered at Congressman 
Purcell's office to protest R epresentative 
Purcell's role in the voting for the United 
States to give mass1ve amounts of military 
aid to El Salvador Se\·enteen people had 
been arrested at Purcell's office in June, 
Cor protesting his position in Central 
American issues. for aiding the contras 1n 
Nicaragua, or rather their attacks on 
Nicaragua and since then we've been 
asking to have Purcell meet with the 
community, ha,•e a town meeting, any 
kind or pubhc meeting He won't do it. He 
won't meet with h1s constituents. He w1ll 
occasionally make a press release or 
something. After Lhe demonstration on this 
Monday approximately fifty people got 
arrested for trespassing at Pun•ell's office 
when we declined to leave after being of­
ficially notified that we were unwelcome. 
RG: You were one or lhP pt'ople arrested 
thPn'? 
·•our main purpose is to provide support for 
each other, smce we're a definite minority in 
the Jaw school population," she said. "We can 
compare notes •· For example, she added. 
they can ask each other whv their kid decided 
to fall down the stairs the
. 
night before they 
were called on in J.J. White's class. 
The group also held a poUock dinner last 
Friday for a wider range of people than those 
with children. •·our member.: are interested 
in branching out and including others," she 
said. " like married people with no children, 
people with live·in partners. pregnant 
women, men with pregnant wives, and others 
who don't have a group to identiiy with. " 
Moody emphasized the need for a social 
outlet for these people. "ll is a sub-group 
that's saying 'I'm not going to take my wife or 
husband to a law school (social committee) 
party,"' she explained. They plan to continue 
these potlucks thoughout the year. 
Other activities the Law School Student 
Parents are planning include inviting 
speakers in for lhe brown bags, such as attor· 
neys with children \\ bo could discuss inter· 
viewing and maternity leaves. 
Moody said their $200 Law School Senate 
allocation will go mainly toward ad­
ministrative costs and the potluck dinners. 
"We're a support group above anything," she 
said. "It's just helpful for people to know that 
lhey arc others like you out there-you feel 
sort of ostracized." 
Senate President R ussell Smith said the 
coalition was started by the National Lawyers 
Guild at Harvard. So far it has encouraged at 
least20 law schools to participate. 
At Michigan, Smith said members or the 
coalition include the Black Law Students 
Alliance, the Hispanic Law Students 
Association and the Lesbian and Gay t.aw 
Students_ ''The coalition is askmg the Senate 
to officially join and offer its support," Smith 
said. 
llight now the group doesn't have much to 
boycott, since of the five firms known to do 
work in South Africa, only one is interviewing 
at Michigan this fall. And that firm, 
Covington and Burling, recently dropped 
South Africa as a· client. 
"That put a nail in our tire, so to speak," 
Smith said, although others quickly added 
that it was "a very good nail." 
"The coalition is still in the process or 
figuring out if there are any firms inter· 
viewing here that do business with South 
Africa,'but they don't know yet," Smith ad· 
ded. He later said it is hard to figure out which 
firms these are because a lot of them do cor· 
porate work, which is harder to keep track of. 
One of the coalition's immediate plans is to 
set up a literature table at the law school. 
Smith said. 
ln other business, the Senate voted to 
allocate funds for new sports equipment for 
The Senate also heard Treasurer Brian 
Peyton discuss last Friday's meeting w1th lhe 
treasurers of groups which received Senate 
funding_ 
-
ELS Discovers Hornbook Project Debt 
By Andrea Lodabl 
The Environmental Law Society borrowed they requested assistance from the Jaw party, for. example," he continued. . 
approximately $3000 from the Law School school. In. earher years, Dean Sanda low bimself 
several years ago to publish a hornbook of en· At the budget hearing, ELS members admmlstered such law sch<>?l grants and 
vironmcntal Jaw, but has been unable to described the origin of the money as a "slush !�ans. R.ece.�lly. he sa1d, he h_ad 
repay t.he loan. fund under Sandalow's private control. or systematized .. the process by delegati!lg 
The loan was brought up in the Law School something." The Dean said that although he most of the d�1S1ons and n�essary aulbonty 
Student Senate budget hearmgs last week. could not recall exactly without looking it up, on student pr?Jects to.A�oc1ate Dean �klund. 
ELS described the hornbook project as being he believed that the money had come out of Other projects eh�1ble for spec1al law 
the primary effort of one student who has sin- the Law School Fund, under the aegis of the �ool suppo_rt,. according to Sandalow, would 
ce graduated_ Although they're not sure that Institute of Continuing Legal Education. m�lud.e emp1ncal st�d1es undertaken by the 
the current group has a legal obligation to "You must understand that there are vast Mtchtgan Law Revtew or Journal of Law 
repay the sum, they said they wanted to make amounts of law school funds that are under Reform that were substantially more expen· 
at least small contributions toward reducing my direct control." Sanda low explamed last sive than their ordin�ry work. . 
the debt. ELS plans to use a carry-over of S400 Friday. He went on to say that the law school The Dean also saJd that he did not regard 
in 1984·85 funds in partial payments. has sponsored a large number of student the debt as a personal one of th� student w�o 
Dean Sandalow said that originally, the projects and activities directly, especially masterminded the hornbook proJect. and sa1d 
group had planned to pay for the costs of when they had an educational focus. "After that he had not pressed ELS for repayment. 
publishmg the hornbook from royalties. aU, that's what the alumni give us money Joseph Sax, the group's informal mentor_ bas 
S('l•IGLJTZII':. page thr('P However.the proiect became more expensive for-education. I'd much rather give a group 
apparenUy urged them to repay whatever 
:..._ ___ __________ __ ..J than the group had originally anticipated, and money for such a project than for a cocktail they can to the law school. 
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Keep Those Ideals 
It's the eve of Yuppiedom-do you know where your values 
are? 
You may already be comfortable with some of the things we 
associate with Yuppiedom-pinstripes, upscale living and tbe 
rest. Becoming a Yuppie, though, also means becoming a 
narrower, more intensely focused human being. It's nice tbat 
such a process helps you to become a fine, capable lawyer; it's a 
shame if it also makes you a lousy spouse, parent and citizen. 
You think you're hort of time now? It's almost certain that 
you'll have less once you leave law school. That prospect makes 
this a particularly good time to think about your highest 
priorities for what "spare" time you'll have. Political in­
volvement, we feel, should � high on your list. As key actors in 
what is argu•bly society's most potent Institution, lawyers have 
an especially acute responsibility to contribute some of their 
skills to causes they �lieve wUI improve society-whether they 
are U�ral or con.senrative. 
We are not a generation best known for its sense of social 
responsiblUty. We grew up in the .seventies, so notably indlf­
fereat to the world around us that we earned the name "the me 
generation." Now that the "me's" are a Uttle bit older, they've 
discovered something to care about-money. Not, as you might 
say, a gigantic trusformation. May� our lack of in"Volve:ment 
renects genwne satisfaction with the way things are. But In 
many cases, it probably reflects disillusionment, exhaustion, or  
simply selfishness. 
Tbe problem Isn't reaUy Yuppiedom itself. It is true, though, 
that the less time you bave, the easier it is to let things that were 
once very important to you slip out of your life, or to 
systematically disengage from your environment. 
We can see the beginnJng of this narrowing process, and this 
dismissal of iavolnment, here at the law school. Last year fif­
teen candidates ran for first year representative to the Law 
School Student Senate. This year, .seve,n are running. Even 
distributing $30,000 In student money a year isn't a seductive 
enough prospect to pull people away from their studies or their 
private lives, it seems. The RG salutes those who are running. 
Fortullately, we also have some fine examples of in�olvement, 
commitment, and sacrifice here at the law school. Sheryl 
Moody, third year student, is with the Law School Parents when 
she's not leading a Brownie troop, or on exercises with the Army 
Re.senre, doing her schoolwork or spending time with her 
husband and two cblldren. She also logged a year as Treasurer 
of the Senate. Lowell Peterson, third year, has been a member 
of the Ann Arbor City Council during bis whole law school 
carur. Dmitri lglitzin, third year, recently got arrested 
protestlng U.S. Central American poHcy. 
AU or tbe.se people have paid prices of one sort or another for 
their involvement; they've also known the rewards of trying to 
make a difference. This brief list can't possibly do justice to the 
others out there in law scbool who have done more than their 
part. If you can't say the same for your own use of time, renect 
aow on bow "busy" you have to � �fore your community 
doesn't matter. 
... �··- - ..... 
O�inion 
If You Have a Beef, Write Us a Letter 
By Ste\'en R. Hunter 
As Managing Editor of the RG, one of the lhings that 
always amazes me is how much people are willing to bitch 
about the way we run this newspaper while refusing to take 
even one affirmative action to change things. l n  particular, I 
am surprised at lhe widespread refusal to wnte letters to 
the editor. 
For example, if we do a story on a given topic and 
someone thinks it's inaccurate, they will approach me in 
the hallways and tell me what they lhink. But when I say, 
"Well, if lhat's the way you [eel, write us a letter," the per· 
son in question always replies "Naaaaah'' and walks away 
Needless to say his viewpoint never gets beyond me. 
When pressed on why they won't write letters, people give 
me one of three types of answers. Occasionally someone 
thinks we won't print their letter, or will edit it into some 
bastardized version of what they intended to say. This 
plainly isn't true. We print most of the letters we receive. 
particularly the ones critical of the RG Cit makes us look ob· 
jective). Occasionally we have more tellers than space and 
postpone printing some. If we have to edit due to space, we 
go to great lengths to preserve the author's message. 
The second category is the John Marshall "I won't 
dignify that with a reply" response. This response only 
makes sense if we are maliciously accusing someone o f  
something, and I believe we d o  not d o  that in the RG. C All 
the really malicious stuff goes into lhe Raw Revuel. 
But far and away the most common response is "well. 
you guys are not a real newspaper." I must disagree with 
lhis statement In addition to having mass and taking up 
space, the RG is  \'ery widely read by the law school student 
population Some say that the faculty and administration 
read it as well, who knows? 
A person can feel we are not a good newspaper, or that 
we are not a professional newspaper, but most Wednesday 
mornings there is tangible proof in the front of Room 100 
that we are, like it nor not, a real newspaper. In addition, 
we are the only newspaper lhat writes exclusively for the 
law school. Therefore. anyone who wants to express an 
alternative opinion or disagree with some statement of fact 
in the RG should write us a letter. 
I can hear your answers already. ''Naaab." 
There Are Many Gay and Exciting au� 
To the Editor: 
We, who chose to work in other cities this past summer, 
found Chris Murdoch's article "Why Not to Work in Your 
City" offensive. It's simply not true that San Francisco is 
the only city worth working in. Just because the people who 
go there are probably gay, doesn't mean there aren't other 
cities with the diversity, excitement and color of a gay 
population. 
New York, for instance, has the largest gay and lesbian 
population in the country. You can meet fascinating gay 
and lesbian artists, musicians, writers. and gays and 
lesbians in just about any profession you can imagine. Also, 
New York has perhaps the hottest gay nightspots in the 
world. While it's true that rent in the Village is high 
!everyone wants to Jive there), splitting the rent with your 
lover can make a nice place affordable. 
Los Angeles is one of the most diverse cities in the world. 
Filled with thousands of talented gay actors and actresses, 
screenwriters, directors, and producers, it's lhe perfect 
place for someone interested in the entertainment field. 
And il your interests lie elsewhere, L.A. has millions of 
other possibilities to offer. Of course, it's much warmer 
there than it is in the Midwest; so you and your lover can go 
to the t ·ach almost every weekend. 
U y 're a political gay or lesbian, Washington, D.C. is 
the pi e for you .. Working on the Hill or on K Street, you 
Submissions Policy 
A great many people won't write an opinion piece or a let· 
ter for the RG because they don't want to stir up controver· 
sy and take the heat. Have some balls Cor whatever>. Stand 
up for your convictions. Preempt the nutcase libertarian 
diatribes that will splalter across the Opinion Page if Jack 
Henneman is forced to fill it with his own copy each week. 
We'd love to hear from you. 
can keep your finger on the pulse of the nation and play a 
role in gelling civil rights and other critical legislation 
passed. Even if you aren't political, D.C. is a beautiful city 
with so many things to see and do. you and your lover won't 
know where to begin. 
Atlanta is a city rich in culture and tradition. It's sort of 
lhe New York of the South. You'll fmd gays and lesbians in 
every field imaginable. And the people are a lot friendlier 
there than they are in other large Midwestern cities. If 
you're not presently seeing someone, you're certain to find 
that once-in-a-lifetime lover in Atlanta. 
We a2ree with Chris that Chicago is a wonderful city. Its 
excitement and diversity is enhanced by a large gay 
population. So even though the ·90 wind-ehill factor may be 
hard to take, its impact is lessened since you'll have your 
lover to keep you warm. 
I( your city wasn't mentioned it doesn't mean that it's not 
the wonderful city that's perfect for your personality and 
lifestyle. rr it's a city where people not only accept but en· 
courage diversity, where they praise one another instead of 
cutting each other down, and where people are free to live 
their own lives, then it is truly a great city. 
-Lesbian and Gay l,aw Students 
If you have something to say, type it with double spacing, 
and deliver it to the RG office across from Financial Aid on 
the fourth Ooor of Hutchins Hall. The deadline is Sunday 
night al6 p.m., and you can put your words of wisdom into 
the grungy old folder affixed to our office door. U you have 
questions • buttonhole· one of the editors or give us a caU at 
763-0333. We reserve the right to edit both articles and let· 
ters, but if you are literate we will restrain ourselves. No, 
really. 
Ten Years Atzo In the RG ... 
In an editorial piece, Bills Hays noted: 
"1975 seemed to be a year of demands. Women students chastised professors in the middle of their lectures 
for using sexist pronouns. Black students demanded a black professor, black secretaries, black scholarships, and 
a dozen other concessions. The Student Senate demanded, and got, an end to the discrimination against students 
exercising the pass-fail option by withholding that information from professors until after the grades were in." 
In another article, Cour�e Awards, given to those courses with long enough waiting lists to prove the Ad· 
ministration was ignoring student curriculum requests, went to Lawyer as Negotiator, Clinic. Trial Practice, 
Evidence, and Family Law . 
The R� Gestae- October 2, 198.S- page rhree 
---- Bt.s Oit.stat 
lglitzin Explains 
from page o.ne 
Dl: Yes. I was one of the people 
arrested. I actually wasn't booked that 
night, due to police oversight, so I went 
back to Pittsfield Tow nship the next day 
and turned myself in. 
RG: Was this protest done through an 
organization or was this just a group of 
peeple interested in El Salvador and 
human rights? 
Dl: Actually, it's a group of people all 
responding to a call made by a national 
organization called the Pledge of 
Resistance. What the Pledge has done is 
got approximately 100,000 people in this 
country to sign a pledge to engage in acts 
of non-violent resistence whenever the 
United States escalates its involvement in 
the bloodshed in Central America. 
The action they called for Monday was 
not actual.ly for civil disobedience, it was 
just generally for resistance, and than a 
number of people in the Ann Arbor area, 
including the Latin American Solidatory 
Committee, which I've been working with, 
decided that the time was appropriate to 
engage in civil disobedience, basically 
because Purcell's aides admit that his 
constituents are overwhelmingly opposed 
to what he's been doing in terms of suppor­
ting United States foreign policy in Central 
America. He won't defend the positions 
that he has taken and be won't meet his 
constituents so this is a way of forcing him 
to maybe listen a little better to his con­
stituents. 
RG: With regard to the criminal san­
ctions, is trespassing just a standard 
misdemeanor? 
01: Right, it's part of the Michigan Penal 
Code and it's punishable by up to 30 days or 
50 dollars. It was a relief to me that we got 
charged with the Michigan trespassing 
statute. Some parts of Ann Arbor code are 
punishable by up to 90 days and/or 100 
dollars. 
RG: Do you think this misdemeanor will 
affect you in any way? 
Dl: r hope not. Of course I'm concerned 
about possible caree.r ramifications. I've 
done civil disobedience before but I'm ob­
viously more concerned about how it looks 
now. The closer it gets to the time I take 
the bar, the more negative the response 
will be, but what's going on in El Salvador 
right now, both in El Salvador and 
Nicaragua is so awful that I just decided I 
can't sit back out of paranoia that 
something bad will happen to me in the 
future as a result of my actions. 
Of the last four years, the United States 
has given 1.7 billion dollars to tbe 
Salvadoran government which is 55% of 
the entire budget of El Salvador and with 
that money the government has been 
waging what they consider a war against 
the guerrilla insurgency but what they've 
been doing is indiscriminately bombing 
what they consider rebel-controlled areas, 
which is basically the entire countryside, 
killing thousands of people. It's just 
gbasUy, what's going on, it's not accom­
plishing anything. it's not moral and it 
seems like it's time people learned about 
it. People like Purcell, who are suppor­
ting it should recognize it's not what the 
American people want the U.S. gover· 
nment to be doing. 
RG: Are there any other elected officials 
that you feel aren't representing their con­
stituency? 
01: Michigan's two Senators have been 
pretty good on Central American issues. 
Interestingly, I wrote to Purcell several 
times before t.he action expressing my 
views, requesting that he have a public 
meeting. He sends out a letter which is 
really wonderful, and he says I understand 
your concerns, you needn't worry because 
we're only giving the Contras 
humanitarian aid. What he neglects to 
mention in his letter to his constituency is 
that he personally has voted in favor of 
military aid, in favor of letting the aid be 
distributed by the CIA and simply was out· 
voted. 
-- Notices--
SFF SUPPORT COMMITTEE - The 
Student Funded FellowshJps, a student 
organization which helps to provide grants 
for students seeking summer public­
interest and public-service positions, seeks 
help from students in organizing this 
year's campaign. If you would like to get 
involved, please attend an organizational 
meeting on Thursday, October 10 at 7:00 
p.m. in room 116. If you cannot attend but 
want to help, please leave a note in our 
folder in Room 300 or talk to a Board 
Member. 
GRANT COORDINATOR - Student 
Funded Fellowships seeks a second-year 
student to coordinate applications for 
matching grants from organizations out­
side or the law school. Expected time 
commitment of five hours per week. If in­
terested, please leave a note in our folder 
in Room 300 or contact John Barker at 763-
8165 or 769-1795. 
LAW STUDENT OVERSEAS TRAVEL 
FELLOWSHIPS/ APPLICATIONS FOR 
1986-87 - The Clara Belfield & Henry 
Bates Law Student Travel Fellowships are 
intended to assist students who have 
finished at least 2 years of law school or 
recent law graduates to travel abroad for 
study or work experience. Interested 
students need to apply for a fellowship no 
later than November 15, 1985. Applications 
should be submitted to Dean G<>rdan (308 
HH> and should include a statement 
describing the applicant's proposed 
program abroad, a resume and a letter of 
recommendation from a University of 
Michigan Law School faculty member. 
Please pic.k up a flyer about the Bates 
Travel Fellowship from Mickey Slayton 
INDIVIDUAL EXTERNAL STUDIES 
PROGRAM- Please consult the notice on 
the Externship Bulletin Board (2nd floor 
Hutchins Hall) concerning the procedur� 
and deadlines for establishing an in· 
divldual externship program. All in­
dividual externships must be approved by 
the Curriculum Committee. Students need 
to submit externship proposals for the 1985 
winter term to Virginia Gordan by 
November 8, 1985 for review by the 
Curriculum Committee. Students who 
wish to extern at the Center for Law and 
Social Policy or the State Department 
must see Virginia Gordan for permission 
no later than November 22, ·1985. Extra 
copies of the externship guidelines and an­
nouncements of externship opportunities 
are available in 307 Hutchins Hall. Please 
see Virginia Gordan (308 Hutchins Hall> if 
you have questions about externsbips. 
C. America Sit-in 
----
We've been focusing on Purcell because 
he's our representative here and he is who 
I'm best informed about right now. 
RG· Do you think you'll be able to continue 
your civil disobedience and protest ae:­
tivitles after law school? 
Dl: It's hard to say what I'll be doing after 
law school. If I'm practicing law that 
would obviously create other obligations 
and other useful activities that doing civil 
disobedience might prevent me from 
doing. On the other band, I could never 
say that I wouldn't do civil disobedience 
again because if the United States goes 
ahead and invades Nicaragua some other 
country, or does something really terrible, 
my obligations to the legal profession and 
even my own career might dwindle in 
significance compared to a pressing moral 
imperative to really put my whole body 
and career on the line engaging in civil 
disobedience. 
I have a very pragmatic attitude. I'm 
not happy about doing this, particularly 
with the possibility of jail time. It would 
really not make my day or my semester to 
get thirty days. Hopefully, my friends would 
take notes for me for awhile. 
RG: With regard to tbe law school, bave 
you found mucb support from your fellow 
students? 
DI : Yes, there is Jots and lots of support. 
As far as I know, I'm the only law student 
who was arrested at the action, but I know 
of many, many other lav.:students who feel 
as strongly as I do that the United States 
foreign policy in Central America in par­
ticular is just abominable. 
KG: What Ia the �poettJoo of your e11e! 
Dl: It looks as though charges will be 
pressed. 
RG: Row dJd tbe poJice handle the arrest? 
DI: The police were unnecessarily rough 
with people who non-cooperated with them 
by declining to walk voluntarily with them 
into the police bus. The first person who 
bad to be carried, they started twisting his 
wrist. The idea is if you cause a person 
enough pain he'll get up and walk volun­
tarily with you. There was a lot of vocal 
unhappiness with that. It was a fairly tense 
situation. 
The first person they arrested was ac­
tually the photographer from the Michgian 
Daily. They asked him for his press 
credentials and he showed them and they 
proceed  to arrest him anyway. At least 
he got some good photographs from inside 
the police bus. 
Another thing I forgot to mention is that 
we brought 50 loaves of bread supplied by 
the Wildflower Bakery th.at we wanted 
Purcell to send to El Salvador as opposed 
to military equipment. The loaves each 
bad "bread not bombs" on a slip of paper 
inside. 
RG: Row long were you in jail? 
Dl: Just a couple of hours to process 
people. 
RG: How has your civil dl.sobedlence af­
fected your position as Executive Note 
Editor of Law Review and your 
academiC$! · 
Dl: Academically, I'm in the same boat 
See STUDENT, pag� four 
MICHIGAN 
NORD BAR REVIEW COURSE 
5600 West Maple Road, Suite A-120 
West Bloomfield_. Michigan 48033 31�-8•5-6585 
BAIIUJStJtTS 
February, 1985 Michigan Bar Exam 
UNIVERSITY of MICHIGAN 
100% 
100cr. o! the Nord atudont• from the Unweuaty o( MlchiJan. who 
completed the weekly practice te1u. paued. Th11 100� pau rate 
hu bun o.chieved on 10 of the lut II Michasan Bar Exam,. by :-:ORO 
atudenu • 
I oor of all Nord •tudena from the Unaveratty of Mtch•&an. andudln& 
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Senate Elections 
The first-year students whose pictures ap­
pear below are running for first-year 
representative to the Law School Student 
Senate. First year students can vote 
Friday in front of Room 100. 
l'bQtoo B) TOGI Morr.-
Bruce Courtade 
As a member or the Senate, I would con­
tribute not only the knowledge, judgment and 
concern which I possess. but also my 
classmates', so that I could be a true 
"representative" or our class. These are the 
most important elements which I have to of­
fer: an open mind and open ears to the con­
cerns or my fellow students. 
One issue I'd address is tbe gross invasion 
of privacy allowed the Law Review. There i s  
no justification for allowing access to con­
fidential student records by other students. 
I will do my best at all times to represent 
the Interests of my class. 
••• 
Stephanie Falk 
I don't want to talk about qualifications 
because I'm sure we are all qualified. 
Likewise, I don't want to talk about issues 
because we've only been here 6 weeks. Vote 
for me- Stephanie. 
••• 
Mark Goldman 
The 1985-86 Law School Student Senate 
budget totals over $34,000. Only a few people 
decide how to spend this money, though each 
one or us contributes $25 to the fund this year. 
I think that aU students need to be heard on 
how their money ought to be spent. I will ac­
tively seek your opinions before making im­
portant decisions because the LSSS should 
reflect the views or the entire student body. 
Gail Harris 
In my previous life I've done everything 
from cleaning up after a large semi-formal, to 
interviewing and hiring professors, to plan­
ning my college's long-term budget goals. 
I've bad experience - so what? We've been 
here one month, so you can't possibly know 
me well; nevertheless, you're asked to vote 
for someone to represent you in the Student 
Senate. II elected (all candidates say this, but 
it's true for me) I will try to be available to 
you, represent your views, and keep you in­
formect Vote for me. The End. 
• •• 
Eric Orts 
Student Defends Demonstration 
from ,.., ltiree 
tha� most law students are in, in terms of 
havtng lots of commitments other than 
schoolwork. You try to get to class and you 
try to do the reading and you hope you 
don't get called on and two weeks before 
the final you start studying like crazy and 
hope that you pass. The people on the Law 
Review have been really supportive of my 
political activities and there hasn't been 
any problem with that at aU. I've been 
trying to meet my responsibilities in the 
context of having to go to meetings and 
�rganiling and that kind of thing. 
RG: Do people think it strange that you 
are both relatively radical and oo law 
review? 
Dl: The answer to that is the answer you 
would expect. While on Law Review I wrote 
my note on suing the FBI, and I work with 
peoole working on rights to privacy and 
freedom of the press. Lots of people, in­
cluding the editorial board this year very 
much share my general social concerns, 
or at any rate my conception that as 
lawyers and as individuals and law studen­
ts and as members of the law review. our 
social concerns are not something that we 
should divorce ourselves from. but rather 
something we should attempt to confront 
and deal with and work for in the context of 
everything we do including putting out a 
legal journal. 
I feel very strongly that we students have a 
voice and carry influence in administrative 
decisions directly affecting us. Two current 
issues strike rn� as particularly important: 
preserving the right to privacy of academic 
transcripts and increasing office space for 
student organizations. There should also be 
more parties sponsored, so as to decrease 
competitiveness, relieve stress, improve 
mental health and increase feelings of 
solidarity and community. 
As for my "qualilications," I served on the 
Educational Planning and Policy Committee 
at Oberlin College and was co-cllair of the 
Union of Political Science Students at the New 
School for Social Research . 
••• 
Mark Soble 
After careful thought, I have decided to run 
for LSSS. By ·•careful thought," 1 mean that I 
have: 
•Attended the first four Senate meetings 
this year (none of the other candidates have 
attended even one!) 
•Carefully read the LSSS Bylaws/Con­
stitution 
•Talked with current Senators 
l approach student government with what 
some people find to be an intolerable amount 
or enthusiasm. ln return. however, you get 
free labor in abundance. As a two term un­
dergraduate senator. for example, I never 
missed a meeting. 
If you have any questions or suggestions, 






I am running for student senate because I 
have sincere interest and plenty of experien­
ce. As a student senator at the University of 
Iowa, I was a member of the budget commit­
tee, responsible for allocating more than 
$300,000 to student organizations. I chaired 
University Democrats and Pi Sigma Alpha, 
the political science honor society. I was a 
founding member of United Students of Iowa, 
the first Iowa student lobby. Two summers 
ago I was a delegate to the Democratic 
National Convention. I have the expertise and 
experience necessary to effectively represent 
your interests on the Law School Student 
Senate. 
Groups For Every Bent 
The group's current project is hosting 
Clarence Pendleton, chairman of the Civil 
Rights Commission, to speak at the law 
school next week. His topic is "Is There Still 
Racism in America?" and he will speak at 7 
p.m. on October 8 (room 100). 
As to funding for these activities, Cosby 
said the $200 they received from Senate funds 
will partially cover administrative expenses 
such as telephoning and mailing. They also 
hope to get money from the Michigan Student 
Assembly and from the local legal com­
munity. 
The Asian-American Law Students are the 
third group new to the law school this year. 
Richard Torn, one of the group's organizers. 
said their general goal is to promote Asian· 
American interests in the legal system and in 
the Asian-American community. 
"Asians are forgotten in the sense that they 
aren't considered a minority," he said, "while 
in fact we perceive that they are, especially in 
the legal community." 
"The group's first meeting drew about 15 
people, which. Tom said was a large turnout 
considering the total number of Asian­
Americans at the law school. 
While the socializing and support group 
aspects will be important to the organization, 
Tom said they would also like to plan other 
activities such as getting speakers and 
working on recruitment. 
Immediate plans include a meeting with 
Dean Stillwagon to discuss recruitment, con­
tacting other Asian-American student groups 
to find out what they are doing, and sending a 
representative to the Law School Caravan in 
Chicago this Friday. . 
The group got its requested $50 from the 
Senate budget, which Tom said "won't go 
very far," but will be put toward planned ac­
livities. 
One of the objects in forming the group 
Tom said, was to provide a forum in which to 
address Asian concerns such as discrimin­
ation. Referring to the Japanese internment 
during World War II, he said, "If you have 
that kind of representation the chance of 
something happening again is reduced." 
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Hill, Farrer & Burrill 
of Los Angeles, California 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd year students on 
Thursday , October 24 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1986. 
Students' mterview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 4 
Gardner, Carton & Douglas 
of Chicago, Illino is 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Wednesday, October 23 
for positions with the firm. 
Students ' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 4 
Foley & Lardner 
of Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Tuesday, October 22 
for positions with the firm. 
Students' mten•iew request shtets are due in the Placement Of ice October 4 
MEISSNER, TIERNEY, EHLINGER 
& WHIPP, S.C. 
of Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
will be interviewing second and third 
year law students on 
Wednesday, October 23, 1985 
We will be seeking two summer clerks and two permanent 
associates who will be introduced to the firm's 
general corporate practice, with permanent associates 
being given the opportunity to gradually specialize 
in one or more areas of tax or corporate law, litigation, 
real estate, estate planning or employee benefit plans. 
Please see our firm resume on file with the Placement Office 
for a detailed list of representative clients and projects. 
Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 4. 
Fowler, Wbite, Gillen, Boggs, Villareal 
and Banker, P.A.  
of Tampa, Florida 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested 
2nd and 3rd year students on 
Thursday, October 24 
for positions with the firm. 
Students ' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 4. 
Much Shelist Freed Denenberg 
Ament & Eiger, P.C. 
of Chicago, Illinois 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Friday, October 25 
A wine and cheese party for interested students will 
be held on October 24 from 3- 5 p.m. in the 
Lawyers Club Lounge. 
Students ' interview request sheecs are due in the Placement Office October 4. 
Long and Aldridge 
of Atlanta, Georgia 
will be interviewing 2nd and 3rd year students 
for permanent and summer associates on 
Wednesday, October 23 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1986. 
Student interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 4. 
Rutan & Tucker 
of Costa Mesa, California 
will be interviewing 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Wednesday, October 23 
Located adjacent to Newport Beach in Orange County, California, 
the firm will be seeking qualified candidates/or peri1U1nent 
and summer clerk positions as part of a well-established, fast 
growing practice specializing in business litigation, labor, creditors' 
rights, public and administrative law, real estate, public finance, 
corporate securities and tax. We look forward to seeing you. 
Students ' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 4. 
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Haight Dickson Brown & Bonesteel 
of Los Angeles, California 
will be interviewing 2nd_ gnd Jrd year students on 
�onday, �tober 21 
for the firm 's various litigation departments, as well 
as our tax- corporate- real estate department. 
Students ' interview sheets are due in the Placement Office October 4. 
Hopkins & Sutter 
of Chicago, Illinois 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and Jrd year students on 
Monday, October 21 
for positions with the firm during summer, /986. 
Students· interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 4. 
CORRECTION 
Last week the RG erroneously placed an ad announcing 
the Washington, D.C. office of 
Rogers & WeDs 
Interviewing October 16. 
The New York office is interviewing Oc/Ober 16. 
The Washington D. C. office will be interviewing 2nd and Jrd year students on 
November 1 
Hahn, Loeser, Freedheim, 
Dean & Wellman 
of Cleveland, Ohio 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested 
2nd and Jrd year students on 
M�nday, October 21 
who hove demonstrated intellectual ability and independence, 
are personable and are anxious ro assume responsibility and 
direct client contact in solving challenging legal problems. 
Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Of ice October 4 . 
,,,.nom '' ,_ .. "'"' .... ... 
-r- -
The Lansing Office of 
DICKINSON, WRIGHT, MOON, 
VAN DUSEN & FREEMAN 
will be interviewing second and third year students 
Monday, October 21,  1985 
Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 4. 
Harris, Beach, Wilcox, 
Rubin and Levey 
of Rochester, New York 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested 
2nd and Jrd year students on 
Friday, October 25 
for positions with the firm. 
Students ' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 4. 
MC DERMOTT, WILL & EMERY 
with offices in 
Chicago, Boston, Washington, D.C., 
Miami and Tallahassee, Florida and 
Springfield, Illinois 
wiU be interviewing �nd and 3rd year law students on 
Monday and Tuesday, October 21 and 22 
We seek qualified candidates for summer and permanent 
associate positions for all of our offices. 
Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 4. 
The Exxon Company, U.S.A. 
Law Department of Houston, Texas 
is ple�sed to announce that it will be interviewing 
mterested 2nd and Jrd year students on 
Monday, October 21 
A reception will be held October 20, 5-8 p.m., at 
the Campus Inn to acquaint interested students with the 
practice of law at Exxon. Exxon is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 
� 




Super Creep Pee Wee 
Winning In Weird Flick 
ByJim Komie 
How does one describe Pee Wee Herman? 
How does one describe sight to the blind? A 
friend of mine says Pee Wee is a cross bet­
ween Jerry Lewis and Beaver Cleaver. That's 
close, but I like to think of Pee Wee as David 
Byrne's younger brother from the Fifties on 
speed. 
In any case, Pee Wee Herman ! really Paul 
Reubensl got his first national attention on 
the David Letterman Show. Even on that 
showcase for the weird, Pee Wee managed to 
stand out as being truly strange. and he won a 
place in my heart. 
But when I heard Pee Wee was coming out 
with a movie, I was curious to see if he could 
be funny over the length of a feature. The dif· 
ference between being a talk-show guest and 
being the central character of a movie is like 
the difference between the mind of someone 
on the RG and that of someone on Law 
Review. 
To my surprise, Pee Wee brings it off-Pee 
Wee's Big Adventure is really funny. The first 
fifteen minutes, in which we see Pee Wee's 
house and his wake-up routine, are dull. It's 
like an advertisement for F.A.O. Schwartz. 
But once the story begins, the movie takes 
off. ' 
The plot involves Pee Wee's search for his 
beloved bicycle that has been stolen by a 
jealous enemy. Pee Wee's quest takes him 
across the country to the Alamo-a fortune 
teller told Pee Wee that his bike was in the 
Alamo's basement-and eventually on to 
Hollywood. 
What's great about Pee Wee's Big Adven­
ture is Pee Wee. He's a schizophrenic Peter 
Pan, an innocent with a selfish mean streak. 
But as the movie progresses, Pee Wee learns 
that he needs other people, and that it feels 
good to give to others. That is not the most 
original theme, but giving Reubens a conven· 
tiona! framework to work within a!Jows bim 
fully to unleash Pee Wee's weirdness without 
overwhelming the audience. 
The movie's full of classic scenes and 
classic lines: "Your mind plays tricks on you. 
You play tricks on your mind. I bought this 
pencil earlier today. What does it mean? I 
DON'T KNOW! ,. 
The only bad thing about Pee Wee's Big Ad­
venture is that it has sparked a rash of Pee 
Wee imitators. But don't blame the 
movie-your infantile friends are responsible 
for their own behavior. 
Perhaps the weirdest aspect of Pee Wee's 
Big Adventure is that nobody in the movie 
thinks that Pee Wee is strange. All of his 
neighbors treat Pee Wee as if he were a nor­
mal person, and the girl in the bicycle shop 
seems to have a crush on Pee Wee. David Let­
terman's smirking condescension would be 
out of place in Pee Wee's hometown. 
Finally, a bit of trivia. Pee Wee ha.s ap­
peared in another movie: The Blues Brothers. 
He was the waiter in the Chez PauJ when Jake 
and Elwood tried to buy the women at the 
next table. Impress your friends with that 
chestnut. 
WILLIAN BRINKS OLDS HOFER GILSON 
& LIONE LTD. 
ofChicago, Illinois 
will be interviewing summer starter, 2nd and 
3rd year students on. 
Friday, October 25 
Our firm is looking for two different applicant types. We seek 
associates and summer clerks who have an undergraduate 
degree in physical science or engineering and who are 
interested in participating in major litigation in the 
federal courts or in obtaining patent rights. Also, our 
trademark department is seeking applicants with a liberal arts 
or business degree and who also have an interest in marketing. 
Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 4 
Saul, Ewing, Remick & Saul 
of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested 
2nd and 3rd year students on 
Wednesday, October 23 
for positions with the firm. 
Students ' if!lerview request sheets are due in the Placement Of ice October 4. 
0 • •  
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fAttention Law School Students"' 
NORD BAR REVIEW COURSE 
$1 00 
EARLY ENROLLM ENT 
DISCOUNT COUPON 
DEADLINE DATE: OCTOBER 1 5, 1 985 
(If you are a student at a law school visited by a Nord representative after October 15, 
1 985. the deadline will be extended to the date of his vtsit. whtch wtll be posted at 
the law school ) 
Enroll tn any full Nord Bar Review Course prior to graduation and submit on time 
a current. completed. Regtstrahon Form. thts Dtscount Coupon. and a $25 non­
refundable partial payment. and you wtll be entttled to the following· 
1. A $100 discount off the current 1986 tunion. 
2. The following extra incentive for you to com­
plete the weekly assignments and listen to the 
lectures on schedule:* 
The right to permanently keep the Course books and 
Summary Sheets (includmg as to those Nord Courses havmg a book 
depostt requtrement. a full refund of your S40 book depos111 provided: 
A. You submit your answers to at least 90°o of the weekly pracuce Bar Exam 
quest10ns on schedule; and 
B. As to those who have received the cassettes. provtded you also ltsten to at 
least 90% of the lectures on schedule as evtdenced by your submitting, each 
week. the answers to the objective questions that are discussed and ans­
wered in that week's lectures. 
• It you can't follow our schedule, a special late schedule will be arranged for you 
upon request. 
3. An interest free deferred payment plan as 
follows: 
A. For those graduating within the next 12 months, the balance of your tuition 
is automatically deferred until 90 days before you take the Bar Exam. We 
will bill you for this balance shortly before it becomes due, and upon receipt 
of your payment of this balance, we will send you the Course materials. Or, 
if you wish to obtain your Course materials immediately, we will send them 
to you as they become available upon receipt of the balance of your tuition. 
The printed Course materials are available immediately and will be kept 
fully up to date with supplements. The cassettes will be available approxi­
mately 3 months prior to the Bar Exam you plan to take. 
B. For those not graduating within the next 1 2  months. see Side 2 of the Nord 
Registration Form for details. 
� ( Make checks payable to: NORD PUBLICATIONS. INC.  and send to: 5600 West Maple Road, Suite A-120, West Bioomlietd. Michigan 48033 
VARNUM, RIDDERING, 
SCHMIDT & HOWLETT 
of Grand Rapids, Michigan 
will be interviewing 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Friday, October 25 
Our firm brochure is available for your review in the 
Placement Office. 
Student' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 4. 
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Sub-merged In Post-Nuclear World 
BY ROB IIA�'TZ 
As a general rule, if I have to read a case 
longer than five pages, I automatically fall 
asleep on page six. Confronted with an eight 
page case, I decided to move from the 
Reading Room to a more comfortable Sub-3 
Lounge. 
The move to the Lounge seemed like a bet­
ter idea with every turn of the page. By the 
end of the fifth page my eyelids were un­
bearably heavy. Suddenly, however, I was 
awakened by a bright flash and thunderous 
explosion. My first thought was, "What are 
those Barristers up to this time?" But as I 
started back upstairs. I noticed a large 
mushroom cloud where the Reading Room. 
Sub-1, and Sub-2 used to be. Thoroughly 
disoriented. I was sure MoUey Crue had 
something to do \\ith this. 
Eventually I regrouped myself and began 
analyzing the situation as I had been taught 
for the past year and one half. FACTS: Ap­
parently nuclear war had obliterated 
civilization, and only those of us on Sub-3 had 
been spared. ISSUE: What do I do now? C1 
had a feeling there were also issues of 
wrongful death, property damage, etc, but I 
never was very good at issue spotting.> 
HOLDING: Go find other people. 
REASONING: Two heads are better than 
�E�E WAS AL�YS THE 
ONE: Wt\0 COV�N'T �KE. IT, 
litE CLASSMATE W�o THeY 
puSHED 1bO FAR,., 
Groph1c by Er� ll111d 
Law in the Raw 
one. 
I walked around Sub-3 looking for signs of 
life. but all I saw were Low Review people. I 
tried to gel tbetr attention by screaming, 
"The World's been destroyed by nuclear 
war!" but they ignored me. I decided to use 
more drastic measures. 
"Your Wall Streets jobs are gone, no more 
flybacks, and forget about meeting girls in 
the Reading Room ! "  With each statement a 
few more heads peered up in alarm. When I 
had their attention, l explained lhe situation 
more fully. They were all quite taken aback 
by what had happened. In fact. a few were on 
the verge of hysterics. Fearing that panic 
would set it. I did my best to cheer them up. 
"It's not as bad as 1t seems," I said. "Look 
at it this way: As of this moment, you are all 
Supreme Court Justices. You are the ultimatP 
source of fairness in this new world. It's up to 
you to make sure that Mad )Jax is a not an ac­
curate portrayal of post-nuclear civilization. 
civilization.'' 
This last statement drew several blank 
st.ares. and I remembered that these people 
rarely had time to watch movies. 
NORD 
Nonetheless. they seemed impressed by my 
arguments and ret1red to their offices to \\-Tile 
a new Constitution or something. 
Some time later they reappeared. "What's 
up?'' 1 aske-d 
''We've redec1ded the Dudley and Stevens 
case.'' the leader replied ··we've decided.'' 
he continued, "that 1t would be for the greater 
good if someone ''as selected for ... well, you 
know the facts of the case.·· 
So far, so good. After all. I was getting a lit­
tle hungry, and all they had in their 
refrigerator was Nehi Grape Soda. "So how 
will we select this person? .. I asked. 
"If you recall. .. he responded, "we have 
everyone's transcript. We've decided the 
fa1rest method would be to 'sele<:t' that person 
with the lowest G.P A In fart. we've already 
taken the liberty lo rt>vie'' the transcripts. 
and you lose " 
At this point they all started towards me 
with sharpened ball point pens. Some of them 
were Singing "We are the World " Closer and 
closer they came. 
... And then l woke up. <Footnote: This en­




STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES WANTED 
FREE COURSE + CASH COMMISSIONS 
for lutthe< lnlormAIJon wut. or ull our main olfice at. 
NORD BAR REVIEW COURSES 
5600 Weol Maple Road. Sulle A·l20 
Woel Bloomfield, Mlchloan 48033 
(313) 855-6585 
OUT OF STATE CALL TOLL-FREE 
1-800-521-1916 
By Dana Deane and Mark Berry 
Jacques Itch 
Attorney Leonard C. Jacques of Detroit had the itch and it 
caused him big bucks and the wrath of the federal courts. 
crotch .. .! wasn't here because I would have been scrat­
ching my testicles constantly had J been here." The judge 
found him in contempt and fined him $1800 in court costs. 
worth, and a scoop or ice cream for dessert. A dish of 
chocolate sauce sat on the table to pour onto the ice cream. 
One Mooday. the entree was prime rib. Eager to impress 
the partners silting at his table and moisten the piece of 
beef. the summer clerk reached for what he thought was 
the ''au jus." He proceeded to smother his prime rib with 
chocolate sauce. 
[n October 1983, Jacques was scheduled to appear before 
District Court Judge Ann Aldrich in Cleveland. The night 
before the scheduled appearance, one of Jacques' 
associates called the judge's clerk and said that Mr. 
Jacques was busy with a jury trial in federal court in 
Baltimore \\hen the negotiations the next day in Cleveland 
hlt a stalemate Judge Aldrich called Baltimore to talk with 
Jacques only ro find he had been excused for lhe day so that 
he could be in Cleveland. 
Upset that Jacques had caused great wasted expense for 
his misrepresentations to two federal judges, Judge Aldrich 
pursued contempt charges. At a hearing that December, 
Jacques explained that he "had the screaming itches of the 
Upon appeal, the Sixth Circuit affirmed, saying Jacques 
had "degraded his profession." and doubled his fine. 
Notional Low Journal, July 1 ,  1985 
Summertime Tales 
Every law firm undoubtedly has its favorite summer 
clerk stories. Here's one that would rank among the all­
time claSSICS. 
Every Monday. the entire law firm was invited to a lun­
chion at a local club. 11 was lhe type of event that every 
summer associate attended because it meant a free mea1. 
Lunch consisted of some entree, usually of questionable 
Realizing that the young man was probably unaware of 
the true identity of the sauce. one attorney pointed out to 
him that he was covering his food w1th chocolate and that 
they would be happy to order him another plate. Without 
skipping a beat, the clerk said. "I know. I like to eat my 
prime rib this way." 
And, he ate the entire meal. chocolate sauce and all. 
Needless lo say, he did not receive an offer. 
Anonymous 
